Title word cross-reference

1/2 [BZ98], 2 [GG99b], 2n [Gho80, Gho91], 2n-k [Che92a, TW96], 2n-t [CH96], 2n-m [CC99], 2d+4 [Cas96], 2s [Swa99], [Ar(p)] [KS93]. α [PR92, YZ93]. B [She95]. χ² [TK97]. c [Det96]. C_L [Gir91]. D [Det90, Det93a, Det96, RSW97, DS95b]. D_1 [Det90]. E [CH91, DS93, Det93b, Hei94, PS93]. G [DW95]. G_2 [DT99]. k [CAGM97, GEGM99, SY98]. L [Hos96, PK89, PK90, Sha94, Xia94]. L^∞ [Yu93]. L^p [GH95b], L_1 [Dat92, GHL99, Kni98]. L_2 [CAMRRdB99]. L_p [CGH91, Hor91, Yin90]. M [CK95, CV92, Gey94, HJ90, HS96a, KT91, KT96a, Koj97, KS97, Lah92, LY94, LZ98b, MM99, Nie92, Nis99, Por85, Por91, RG97, Wel89, Wel90]. M_m [Bos98]. R^d [Cas96]. P [HR99]. MTP_2 [Sar98]. n [JMP91, Wu95b], n^{-1/2} [YD97]. P [BRW91, Dud94, Mar91a, Men94b, Por85, Por91]. p^2/n [Por85, Por91]. p × 2 [UM97]. P{X < Y} [YG95]. q [Rub96]. q^{n-m} [SCW97]. R [Cha92, KS93]. S [Dav90, Roc96]. s^{n-k} [CW91]. t [GC92]. T^2
[CW99, MP90, Pin94]. U
[AG92, ACG94, Arc95, Arc96, Cha92, Hel91, HS96b, HJ93, She94, Stu94]. V
[AG92]. ∈ [HF92].

-consistent [YD97]. -Dimensional [DS95b]. -efficiency [DW95].
-Estimates [CK95, Cha92, KT91]. -Estimation
[PK90, Wel90, Gey94, HJ90, KS93, PK89, Wel89, KT96a, Kol97, Nis99].
-Estimators
[CV92, Dav90, Lah92, LY94, Nie92, HS96a, KS97, LZ98b, MM99, RG97, Roc96].
-means [CAGM97, GEGM99]. -Mixing [PR92]. -Norms [Hor91]. -Optimal
[Det90, Det93b, Hel94, PS93, Det96]. -Optimality [Det93a, DS93].
-optimum [RSW97]. -Processes [Wel90, ACG94, She94, Wel89]. -Quantile
[YZ93]. -Quantiles [Arc95, Arc96]. -Robust [She95]. -sample [Rub96].
-spacing [Swa99]. -Statistical [Hel91]. -Statistics
[Cha92, HJ93, Sha94, Stu94, Xia94, HS96b, Höh96]. -Values
[Mar91a, Men94b]. -Variation [Dud94]. -Wasserstein [CAMRRdB99].

1 [Con99, Pit94]. 1994 [WWG+95].

23 [Ano95]. 25 [Kus98].

99g [Kus98].

A. [DCLP90]. Aberration
[CW91, Che92a, CH96, CM98, DT99, SCW97, TW96]. Absolute [FH94].
Absolutely [Sal98]. Abstract [NW97]. acceptable [DL96]. Accuracy
[Arc95, Hal92a, HCR92, BB96, CL96b, Kol99]. Accurate [Loh90]. ACE
[Buj90, Koy90]. ACE-Type [Koy90]. Achieving [RB90]. Acknowledgment
[NT94]. Action [HL90b, Wij85, Wij93]. acyclic [AMP97]. adaptation
[LMS97]. Adapting [WW94]. adaptation [MGR98]. Adaptive
[BX91, Bre91, BDHT91, Cai99, DKW97, EW95, Far92, Fri91a, Fri91b, Gas93,
GH91b, GW91, HJ90, Hen97, Jin92, KP90b, KS96b, Low92a, LN99, MP98,
MP92, O'S91, Owe91a, PV99, PK89, PK90, Ros93, Sch91, Sp96, Sto91b,
Wu95b, CHY99, EL96a, EL96b, LS97, MvdG97a, NV97, Sp98, Tsy98].
Adaptively [Fan93a]. Addendum [Sch95]. Additive
[Cuz92, Dha91, DBS94a, DBS94b, Flu94, LY95b, FHM98, Hua99, OR97].
Additive-Multiplicative [LY95b]. Additivity [Bar93, EHS95].
adjustment [Sta96]. Admissibility
[AP95a, AP95b, BM92, GSM94, Le93, Mee92, YG95, BS96, HR99, Maj96a].
Admissible [Ea92, KZ92, Maj96b]. Admit [BLEL94]. Affine [LR91].
Affinely [RT92b]. Against [HMM92, HKL92, NT94]. Alarm
[APRY93, Yak95, GP97, Yak96a, Yak96b, Yak98]. Algebraic [DS98].
algebras [MN98]. Algorithm [Men94a, DLM99, Gou96, MLN99].
Algorithmic [GP93a]. Algorithms [HM94, MR96, DS98, MT96]. Alignment [WG97]. Allocation [GW92, Ros93, WH90]. Almost [GV91, Stu93, HL93]. Alternating [Buj90]. Alternative [AP95b, NT94, Str99]. Alternatives [CKS94a, GP95, MS83, MS92, CS98, TK97]. Analysis [Alb91, AA90, BGL95, CO90, Cox90, DM92, DL93, DL95, DBS94a, DBS94b, Flu94, FZ94, GJ90, HWG65, HWG95, HBT95, JJJ0, Kan91, LY9b, LY94, LY95b, MJ92, OC95, Rob94b, WMC98, ZK90, BB98, Con99, DJ96, DN98, DT98, Gru96b, Koc96, LK99, LPS99, MT99, Si96]. Analyze [KG92]. Ancillarity [Ber90, Bro90a, Bro90b, Cas90, Chp90, FR90, Gle90, Hi90, Joh90, Lu90, Mor90, Ste90a, Swe92]. anisotropic [NgS97]. Ann [Kus98]. Ann. [Ano95]. Annealing [Eva91]. ANOCOVA [Sen96]. Anomalies [MS91, MS95]. ANOVA [Hua98, Luo98, WWG+95]. Anscombe [Liu97]. Appears [Ber90, Bro90a, Bro90b, Cas90, Cap90, Efr90, FR90, Gle90, Hi90, Joh90, Lu90, Mor90, Ste90a]. Application [BL91, DB90, ET91, Fan93a, GK94, GJ90, PR92, Wij85, Wij93, vdG95, Dm98, HS96a, HS96b, Hu98, NvS97, SCW97, WWG+95, Yan97]. Applications [ACG94, CD91, CT95, CH94a, DZG95, DG91, Dat91b, GL91, HWG65, Hal91, HWG95, Kon92, KQ94, LD93, She94, TTT90, WOr95, Xia94, Yn93, And96, BL96b, CS96, DM98a, KK96, LW99, RT97, Swa99, WS97]. Approach [Cha92, Csi91, DF93, FR92, Kub94, LD95, MN92, Myk92, OAT91, Pol95, Ste95a, Vos91, ZK90, Bel96, Cai99, CF97, HK96, Hsi96, Hsi97, LMS97, Li95, MW99a, STZ98, Wan99]. approaches [AM97b]. approximately [SY98]. approximating [Wal97b]. Approximation [BS91a, BS91b, Hi90, He91, Joh91, Kon92, Kon94, Low92b, Mar83, Mar86, Mar91b, Neu94, Por85, Por91, Yin90, DLM99, JT99, Neu98]. Approximations [JR94, VMT95, Cs96, HR98, Kol96, RS98]. Arbitrary [DGZ95]. arc [Wu97]. ARCH [DM98a]. Arcing [Bre98]. Area [DG91]. AREs [CL92]. Argument [BG90b]. ARIMA [KT96b]. Arising [BLRS94, Sma97]. ARL [Yak96b]. ARMA [Bai94, DCG99, MGKA95]. ARMAX [HC90]. Armed [Cha94, Sar91]. arms [BCZ+97]. array [Loh96a, Muk99]. Arrays [Che95f, HPS92a, Owe94, PR92, HSS97b, MW95]. Aspects [Dav93, GM93, KM92, Lav92, Lav94]. Assigned [Efr95, Prv91]. Associate [CB91]. Association [BL92, BD93, Jun93, Mag93, CS96]. Assumptions [Mam91b, PR94, Bir97]. Asymmetric [Tak94]. Asymmetrical [HPS92a, MW95]. Asymptotic [AA90, And99, AW93, ACG94, Are95, BH99, BR97, BR98, BF90, BL96a, BZ98, BM98, Cha96, CH94a, CH94b, Ch90, CO90, Dat91a, Dm91, ET91, EL92, FR98, GK94, GW98, GV91, Gir91, Gir98, GL92, GH94, GH94, HL99, GZ93, Hal91, Hey92, HC92, Hua97, IL96, JP99, JC90, Kan91, KS97, Lah95, Lai94, Lar90, LY95a, MS94, Mur95, Myk92, NT94, Nus96, OAT91, Pa98, Phe96, Por85, Por91, PH96, Rit90a, Rit96, Ros93, RT92a, RS95, SW92b, Shi91, SM90, SV98, Ste90b, Str96, Swe92, Tak94, TT90, WU90, Yaj91, Zam91, Zho92, BGY97, CHST99, CCR96, DM98b, Fal98, HH96, Jia96, Koc96, MLN99, RT97, ST96].
Asymptotical [MT95a]. Asymptotically [BN91, Che95b, CHS96, DW96a, FM93, GG99b, GL98, Huw96, IK91, Maj96b, Ryd94, Tak92, Wei95, Pol99].

Asymptotics [BDJ93, CG91, Dav90, Dav92, Gey94, GG96b, HRC94, HR95, KP90a, Kou96, Lop99, Nie92, PS92, Ric95, SWZ98, SY99, Sto91a, Wan96a, ZF96, vE92, Por97].

attack [WS97]. attempt [CAGM97]. author [Bre98].

Autocorrelation [Aba93, Deg90, HMM92, KL91, SS97].

Autocorrelations [DM98a, Lee96].

Automatic [Neu95, CFM97]. Autoregression [Cha90a, KP90b, KO94, KS95, BRF97, HJ99, KN98]. Autoregressions [CT95, Kre90, TT90]. Autoregressive [BMM+91, BP91, Cha93, CL91, DHY95, KS93, Mil92, Cha96, HJ99, KP97, KS96b, LL98, Lin98]. Average [AW93, BH90b, GP97, Nyc90, Tra93, CDS97, GW98, LL98, Yak98].

Averaged [Zam91]. averages [AM97a, HH96]. axes [BF98]. Axiomatic [Csi91].

Backfittting [Luo98, MLN99]. Bahadur [Arc96, Bos98, Cha91, Gre93, Hal91, HS96a, Haes90]. Bahadur-Type [Haes90].

Balance [BSV99]. Balanced [AC91, BHW93, CD91, CB91, KG91, SW92b].


Bartlett-Correctable [DHR91]. barycenters [HM98]. Based [BL92, BH90b, CHP95, DL90, DG92, GZ93, HP95, HV90, Hjo90a, Hjo90b, HG90, Kan92, LvE93, Liu90, MY93, PR94, Roj92, SC91, TylH4, Was90, XY95, CAMRjd99, Det99, FR98, GKL98, GKL99, HJ99, Hua97, Kor96, LMS97, LR97, Pein98, Qin99, RSW97]. Basic [Kon94]. basis [Don97]. Baye [WK90].

Bayes [Bei96, BR90, BRR91, BG90c, BM98, Das91, Dat91a, DB90, DF90, DL90, FSW98, GK94, Ha91, HK96, HW91, Hjo90b, Kar96, Liu96, M9V4, Phe90, Ruk94, SA96, WH91].

Bayesian [BB98, BBW94, BG90b, Bos94, Cho98, Con99, Cox93, DS91, DG91, DW93, Det96, DW96b, DF93, Dos94a, DHL97, EKS91, FS97, GG97, Gas95, GW95b, IR97, Kim99, LH92, Lo93a, Lo93b, SQ96, VW98, Yeh94].

[BHM97]. birth [Phe96]. Bits [Per92]. Bivariate
[Akr94, BCF90, CC94, Mag93, Pru91, OR97, vdL96]. Blackwell [Pro91].
Blind [GG96a, Li95, GG99a]. Block
[AC91, CM93, CB91, HKP98, Lah95, LD91, Tju91, Cai99, Lah99]. blocked
[MU96]. Blocking [MW99a, CC99]. blocksize [UM97]. Blockwise
[Buh94, NNR94, GK96]. Body [CK95]. Bonferroni [NW92]. Boolean
[HP96]. Boosting [BFLS98]. Bootstrap [AG91, AS92, Arc95, BHW92,
BH93a, BHW93, CA91, FK91, Gas95, Hal92b, Hal92a, HM191, Hel91, HJ93,
Kon91, Lah95, LY95a, Lo93a, Mam93, MN92, NNR94, Sril49, BPR99, Buh98,
CL96a, Cho98, DJ96, GW98, GK96, Lah99, RS98, Sin98, Str99].
Bootstrap-Confidence [FK91]. Bootstrapped [Buh94]. Bootstrapping
[BMM99+1, FH92, Lah92, My92]. bootstrap [Jam97]. both [HLP95].
Bound [APY93, GN90, Mar92, Xia94, KK96, Yak96a, Yak96b, ZBCL97].
Boundaries [KST95, MT95a]. Boundary [Oeh92, CFM97, HP96].
bounded [Sal98]. Boundedly [Mat93]. Bounds
[BH90b, BL91, CL92, Dat92, DB90, Fin94, GK94, HJ95, HS93, Low93, RB90,
RS98, Sec90, Ste90c, Tak94, Bro98, GW98, GMW98]. Box [CL92]. Bradley
[CM93, SY99]. Branching [SBH91, Sril94, WW90]. Breakdown
[DG92, LZ98b, LR91, Lop92, MM99, Sin98, Tyl94, Dav98]. Broad
[LY91b].
calculation [DW95]. Calibration [MK94, Gru96b, MZ96, MNS98a]. can
[DG90]. Canonical [Buj90, Dego90, Pos92, DN98]. Capacities
[Szk92, WK90, KW96]. capacity [CM98]. Capon [Ioa94]. Capon-Type
[Ioa94]. Carlo [Asm90, CS97, KL97a, Owe94, Wal97b]. CART
[Don97]. Case [Fos91, GL92, Lin94, Xia94, GG99b, STS96]. Case-Control
[Mc96]. causal [IR97, Kos96]. CDF [HK91]. cell [DE98, Hug96, Kan92].
censor [BM97]. Censored [BZ93, Cha90b, Din93, FR94, GL91, GZ93,
HZ94, Jan91, Kim93, LY91a, LY91b, LY91c, LY94, Lvo93, Lo93a, Rit90c,
Tsi90, Xia95, XY95, Yin92, Yin93a, Zho92, vdV94, CL96b, CL99, Hsi96,
Hsi97, Jam97, LZ98a, MR96, RG97, VA99, WG96, Yan97, ZL96, vdLM98].
Censoring
[Akr94, EM90, FZ94, JK95, MBL91, VZ92, Yeh94, GG99b, Hua96, vdL96].
Censorship [CGH91, Neu93, SW93c, Stu95, Yan91, Cs96]. Centered
[Ber93]. Central
[CGH91, EW95, HT82, HT93, Stu95, Bis98, GEGM99, Loh96a, ZBCL97].
Certain [Haf91, Kha91, Pfa90, vdG93, DGJ97]. chain
[ADS96, BS98, FS97, HR99]. Chains [Eva91]. Chains
[Bes94, CG94, Doso4b, Eta92, GW95a, Rob94a, Tie94a, Tie94b, BW99, LL97a].
Change [APY93, BH92b, DHY95, Dun91, Fer95, FG93, GP94, Har94,
HKL92, Loa92, Loa96a, Mul92, PS91, Rit90a, SV95, SW94b, TM93, Yak95,
GP97, KPY99, Rai98, Yak96a, Yak96b, Yak97]. Change-Point
Change-Points [Mul92]. Changes [Hor93, CW99, CMT98, PM95]. Channel [DM92]. Channels [DMR90].

chaos [Lal99]. Characteristic [Wor95, HT96]. Characteristics [MZ94, NW92]. Characterization

Lv93, TW96, XY95, AMP97, BM97, CL96a, GH97b, JE97, MW99b]. chart

charts [BH90b]. checks [KS99a, Stu97, STZ98]. Chi

AA90, DB90, IL90, Kim93, LD93]. Chi-Square [AA90, IL90, Kim93, LD93].

Chi-Squared [DB90]. Choice

BS96, HV90, HLT95, HL95, Neu95, Sli96, Sp98]. Choquet

KW96, WK90]. Chow [Liu97]. chromosomes [YS97]. circle [Wu97].

Circles [LS92b]. circular [Wu97]. Citation [DCLP90]. Class

AA90, CB91, Che95e, Com92, Det92, GV91, GN90, Hes90, JC90, Mas94, MG93, Jam97, Lan96, LK99, WG96]. Classes

Bos94, AMP97, DL97, Nv97, Ts798]. Classical [Das91, Loa99].

Classification [HT98, KZ95, BSV99, LN96, Nob99]. classifier [Bre98].

Clinical [GL91, Sie93]. clone [YS97]. Closeness [GSM94]. clumps [HP96].

Clusters [Pol95, MNS98b]. Coarse [HR91]. Coarsening [JK95].

Coefficient [Ab93, BH92c, BM94, JV93, BFH96, FX99, KS96b].

Coefficients [BP91, HMM92, NT94]. Coherent

BRR91, BR94, Br91, D99a, DHL97, KW96]. Cohort [BGL95]. Coin

AGW90, EW95]. Collapsibility [Fry90]. columns [MU96]. Combination

DS95b]. combinatorial [Lob96a]. Common

Geo91, Kne94a, Loh91b, ST92]. Compact [Dat91a, Det94, Ric95, Maj96b].

Comparing [HM93, Maj92, Sie93, Bet96]. Comparison

CC94, CM91, EL92, Gol91, Gre96, HM90, Mes91, ST92, SW93b, Ste90d, Ste94, BF98, DM98b, FR98, Gir98, Nak97]. Comparisons

Neu94, Lah99, MPB96, SY99]. complementary [TW96]. Complete

Che95e, Mat93, Mat96]. Completeness [MS93]. Complex [FF91, Sha94].

complexities [LN99]. complexity [DL97]. Component

GW92, Ros95]. Components

CD91, BSB94a, BSB94b, FH91, Flu94, KZ92, FH98, Hug96, KS99b, Sal98, Sil96]. composite [IKL97, Pe98]. Composition

Dud94, KDK90]. Compound [Dat91a, Mas93, Maj96b]. Computation

KMZ98, RS95, HK96]. computing [MR96]. concave [Bro98].


LS92b]. concerning [BN96, CY96]. Concomitants [ND94].

Concurvities [DS94a, BSB94b, Flu94]. Condition [Lar90, Pin94].

Conditional [AP93, Ber92, BBW94, BG90a, BH92, FR92, FM93, GP93a, Jan91, Jia99, JR94, Jun93, Muk92, Muk93a, Neu93, Stu94, Swe92, AM98, BS98, DS98, HJ96b, K90, K99, MN98, NO96]. Conditionally

FS97, KM92, SW92a]. Conditions

RT92a, And99, Kn98, MLN99, MW98, VZ97]. Cone

CS96, HW94, MR95, TK97]. Cones [Mas94, CL96a]. Confidence

BD95, BH93a, cIC92, CH93, Das91, DGZ95, EM99, FK91, FH91, Fin94, GC91, GC92, Hal92a, Hal92b, Hal95, HS95, Hey92, HL90c, HB91, HP94,
Kon91, LY95a, Owe90, PR94, SWZ98, Sho90, SL94, Zha94, BD98, Düm98, GW98, Huw96, LHMY96, Low97, MZ96, MNS98a, Neu95, Qin99, TB97, Wan99, XM95, ZP96. confounding [Li97]. conic [DCG99].

Conjecture [CM93, CY96, EL96a, Sar98]. conjectures [DGJ97].

Conjugate [BLEL94, HR99]. connection [Don97]. Consensus [GC93].

Conservative [LM94, MZ96]. Considerations [SM90]. Consistency [BL97, Cha93, CH94a, CCL95, Com92, Dat91b, DGKL94, DF90, HJ93, KL95, Koy90, LN96, Mur94, Ruk94, Sha93, TC85, TC90, WvdG96, vdG93, BS99, CHY99, Che95d, GGR99, Has96, Ish98, Jia97, Li97, MW98, PZ96].

Consistent [Cha90b, DL90, GZ93, Ler92, Nyc90, Ryd94, Ste97, Stu94, TLF95, BR96, Det99, MR96, YD97]. Constancy [NT94]. Constant [BH90a, BL97, Cha93, CH94a, CCL95, Com92, Dat91b, DGKL94, DF90, HJ93, KL95, Koy90, LN96, Mur94, Ruk94, Sha93, TC85, TC90, WvdG96, vdG93, BS99, CHY99, Che95d, GGR99, Has96, Ish98, Jia97, Li97, MW98, PZ96].

Contents [Ano95]. Contingency [DS95b, RG91, LL97a]. Continuous [AG91, HK91, Zha91, Bos97, Kar96, Nis99, Sal98]. Contour [Po95].


Converge [DG90, HP92]. Convergence [Ami96, Bai94, BP91, BG93, Bur91, CA91, Cha90b, Che95b, CH94a, CCL95, Com92, Dat91b, DGKL94, DF90, HJ93, KL95, Koy90, LN96, Mur94, Ruk94, Sha93, TC85, TC90, WvdG96, vdG93, BS99, CHY99, Che95d, GGR99, Has96, Ish98, Jia97, Li97, MW98, PZ96].

Convex [Nie92, And96, DE98, Rie97]. convexity [Kol97]. Correctable [DHR91, JW96]. Correction [BS91b, Be91, BG90b, CR94, Cuz90, DL95, DR98, Gho91, GKL99, HW97b, HW98, Hus96, Kus98, Mar86, Mar91b, MS92, MS95, PK90, Por91, Sch95, Sl98, TC90, Wel90, Wij93]. corrections [CFM97]. correctness [BP99, GK96]. Correlated [MU91, Par98, UM97].

Correlation [BD93, TM93]. Correlations [KB93]. Costs [WH90].


Cox [BLY97, BGL95, CH91, CL92, Dab97, GL92, Hua99, MM97, O’S93, Saz93].


Cube [KP90a]. Cubic [LM90]. Cumulant [Che90a, VMT95]. Cumulative
Curie [CG91]. Curves [FH94, HMNT97, Kne94a, Mac95, MG93, HKP98, HT96]. Curves [BD93, FR92, HM90, KG92, SM90, DS96, GW98, GW99, HR98, PH96, WG97].
cusum [Bei96, SW93b, Rit90b].

Data [AB90, BGL95, Cha90b, CS94, CCL95, DM92, Din93, Dos94a, Ell91, FR94, GH95a, GZ93, HL93, HV90, HR91, Hjo90a, Hjo90b, Hsi91, IKL97, Jan91, JJ90, KL95, Kim93, KG92, Kne94a, LY91a, LY91b, LY91c, LY94, LD93, LD95, Liu90, LS92b, Lo93a, Rit90c, Stu93, Tho93, TC85, TC90, Ts90, Xia95, Yin92, Yin93a, Yu93, Zho92, vdv94, BL97, CGWW98, CL96b, CLW99, DS99b, FH96, HLT95, HR98, HK96, Hsi96, Hsi97, Hug96, IL96, Jam97, LHMY96, LZ98a, LPS99, LN96, MP96, MR96, Niu98, Nob96, PM95, RG97, Res97, SZ98, WG96, Wan96b, ZL96, vdlM98].
data-dependent [Nob96]. Data-Driven [CS94, HV90, IL96, LN96]. datasets [HW97b].
death [Phe96]. Decision [Mas93, Rit90b, Maj96b]. Decomposable [DL93, DL95]. Decomposition [BG90b, Mas94].
Deconvolution [Che90a, Fan91b, Fan93a, Kim98, Li95, SC91, GG96a, GG99a, JvEv989, PV99].
Deconvolution-Based [SC91]. Deficiency [Xia95]. Defined [Nie92].
Definite [BLS94]. Degenerate [HJ93, She94]. Degree [Det92, Det95].
Degroot [GC93]. delay [Poo98]. Deletions [Neu94]. demixing [Hunt97].
Densities [CGH91, HMM95, HS95, MP92, Roe92, Zha90, Zha95, Bir97, Bro98, Sal98, XM95]. Density [BS91a, BS91b, BM95, Chi91a, CM95a, Dat92, Dev92, Dev94, DJKP96, EL95, GQ93, Hal92a, Hal92c, Hal93, HP95, HV90, HI90, Hen90, HG95, Hor91, HR95, HZ94, Ioa94, Low92a, Mar92, FR92, Pol95, RC94, Sko90, TS92a, Was92, Wij95, Wij93, Wu95b, Yu93, Che95d, Che97, DL96, EL96a, ET96, EL99, GGR99, HLT95, HMNT97, HJ96a, KP96, Kim98, KC98, Lai96, Loa96b, LN96, Neu98, Nus96, PV99, Pol98, SW99, Tsy97].
Departure [BD95, Tan93, FH99]. Departures [BH90a]. Dependence [BCFS90, CM95a, HMM92, Rob95a, Rob95b, RT92a, ST92, CCR96, HKT97, Hos97, MS99, RH97]. Dependencies [DBS94a, DBS94b, Flu94].
Dependent [CM91, CM95b, Dah95, EM90, HV90, Hsi91, Hsi93, KO94, My9k92, NL95, Sam92, Yu93, ZK90, BM97, FZ996, HLT95, HLP95, Kit97, Neu98, Nob96, Rob97]. Depth [DG92, Liu90, LS92b, BH99, HW97b, LPS99].
Derivative [EFM95, CDS97, EL96a, KS96a]. Derivatives [Dud94, Wu95b, Efr98].
Designs [BC92, CM93, CW91, Che92a, CB91, Che95c, Cos93, DS91, Det90, Det92, Det93b, Det94, DSH95, Det95, EW95, EK91, HZ90, H29, He94, LD91, Maj92, PT91, PS93, Ros93, Tan93, Tju91, BS99, BSV99, CH96, CHY99, CC99, CM98, CMT98, DT99, Det96, DW96b, DR97, DR98, DH98, DI99, HS96a, HSS96, Kus97, Kus98, Loh96a, Maj96a, MU96, Rit96, STS96, Ste95b, Ste99, SCW97, TW96, UM97, Wu97].
Detecting [APRY93, GP94, KP99, SW93b, SW94b, Vos91, Yak96a]. Detection
Determinant [BDJ93, KS96a]. determination [YB99]. Deterministic [Dev94].

Deviation [FH94, Pfa90, Rub96]. Deviations [Din93, IL90, Kor96, Myk99].

Diabetic [WWG +95]. Diaconis [HJ96b, Pro91]. diagnosis [Bro98].

Diagnostics [KS94, GW95b]. Diameter [Das91]. Dichotomous [MS93].


digraphs [AMP97]. Dilatation [SW93a].

Dimension [CKW95, CL99, Ell95, HP96, Roc96]. Dimensional [Fan93a, HL93, Mam93, MU91, PS95, SF94, WS91, FH98, Fre99, L97, MB96, Mam96, Str99, VW98]. dimensionality [NY97]. Dimensions [DGZ95, Pol99].

Diptych [Eat92]. Direct [FHM98, ZP96]. Direction [HS92]. Directional [DS95b, Fan93a, HL93, Mam93, MU91, PS95, SF94, WS91, FH98, Fre99, L97, MB96, Mam96, Str99, VW98].

Diabetic [WWG +95]. Diaconis [HJ96b, Pro91]. diagnosis [Bro98].

Diagnostics [KS94, GW95b]. Diameter [Das91]. Dichotomous [MS93].

Diabetic [WWG +95]. Diaconis [HJ96b, Pro91]. diagnosis [Bro98].

Diagnostics [KS94, GW95b]. Diameter [Das91]. Dichotomous [MS93].
each [BM97]. Eaton [HR99]. Echelon [Pos92]. ECM [Men94a]. edges [Don99]. Edgeworth [BR91a, BGvZ97, HJ95, Hel91, KM90, Pz98]. Effect [Gho80, Gho91, Hal92a, MBL91, Mur94, TM93, NLB98]. Effectiveness [BFLS98]. Effects [BL92, Dha91, ZK90, BL97, IR97, MU96, STS96]. Efficiencies [Fan93b]. Efficiency [CH94b, GW95a, Hal91, Lin94, LS92a, MZ93b, RS95, Ruk94, Ste90c, DW95, Li96, MOT97, Str96]. Efficiency-Constrained [MZ93b]. Efficient [BRW91, CS94, Che95b, Cuz92, Dah95, GP94, Hua96, Hua99, IK91, KST95, Lau96, Lop92, Rit90a, Sch93, Sch95, Van96, vdL96, vdLM98, GL98, HK96, We95]. Efron [HJ96b]. Eigenvalues [ET91]. Electrical [Tju91]. Elfving [Det93a]. Elicitation [GD92]. Ellipsoid [Dav92]. Ellipsoidal [RT92b]. Elliptical [TLF95]. Elliptically [KS99c]. Emission [CH94a, JS90, OS95]. Empirical [Bai94, BCFS90, Buh94, CH93, CH95, DG90, DHR91, GW95a, GP93b, Hal90, Has90, Hsi99, Jia92, Kit97, Mam96, NNR94, Owe90, Owe91b, Pz98, Qin93, QL94, Qin99, RC94, VZ92, WH91, YsC91, vZ91, Cab96, CC97, EM99, Fal98, GMW96, HK96, HH96, Hs97, JW96, Kar96, LW99, Lin98, LN99, RS98, Wa97b]. Empiricals [KO94, Kou96]. Engineering [CH90a]. Entropy [Csi91, GG97, HO97, NY97]. entry [BGY97]. Envelopes [HS95, Was90]. Environment [LK93]. Epi [Has96]. Epi-convergence [Has96]. Epidemiological [WWG95]. Equality [Kur93]. Equations [CH90b, FR94, QL94, DS97, Kus97, Kus98, Li96]. equilibrium [LL97a]. equivalence [AMP97, BL96a, Nus96]. Equivalent [Mes91, PS95]. Equivariance [Mas93]. Equivariant [Kuh94, LR91]. Erdos [AGW90]. ergodic [MYG96, Nob99]. Error [BTZ93, Cuz92, HP95, HM91, MW92, Mar92, Nyc90, SC91, ZBCL97, CF99, GHL99, Gh95]. Errors [BH93a, CKW95, CV92, CM91, CM95b, FT93, MU91, Muk93b, Sri92, Yaj91, Cha96, Fin99, HLP95, Huw96, KS97, LHC99, LL98, Rob97, RS98]. Errors-in-Variables [BH93a, CV92, Huw96, LHC99]. Esseen [HJ95, Seo90, Xia94]. Esseen-Type [Seo90]. Essential [Jun93]. Estimate [CH94a, Mes91, NY90, RT92a, KLW97, Stu96, ZF96]. Estimated [HB91, Ste93, Wan99]. Estimates [Bur91, CK95, Cha91, Cha92, Ch90, Cuz92, Dev94, DGKL94, DF90, DG92, FH92, HMM95, KT91, Lai94, MY93, Ryd94, SW94a, Wu95b, YZ93, Bos98, BM98, DS97, DL96, Dre98, DE98, LMS97, NY97, Str96]. Estimating [BC92, BH92c, CH90b, EFM95, FH99, FR94, HZ94, KP96, LY91a, LM94, Loh91a, Loh91b, Mam91a, Muk92, Niu98, Pol95, QL94, SDH99, Sri92, Ste90d, Tak92, Tsi90, WS97, Wor95, Wu95a, Zha90, Zha95, vdG90, CS97, Li96]. Estimation [AB90, Ak94, BM94, BR90, BG90a, BRW91, BR91b, BM95, Bur97, BHW92, BB93, BB96, BTZ93, Bu94, CD91, CH90a, CH90b, Cha92, Che91a, Che95b, Chi91a, Cho91, CL91, CM95a, Dah95, DC91, Dat92, Dev92, Dha91, DS95a, Don94, D194a, Efr95, EL95, EL92, Fan91a, FH94, Fur92, Fe91, FG93, FW95, FF91, GK94, Gas93, Gey94, GM92, GJ95, GP93b, GQ93, HJ90, Hal92a, HM94, HFR94, HV90, HI90, Has94, HS92, HS93, HY98a, HW91,
Hen90, HG95, HT82, HT93, Hs91, Hsi93, HG90, HCR+92, HP94, IK91, Jin92, JS90, JM92, Kno94, Kne94a, KE95, Ko92, KST95, KS93, KM92, Le93, Ler92, LHC99, Loh90, Low92b, Low95, Mac95, Mag93, MZ93a, MZ93b, Mar92, MN98, MG93, MGKA95, MP92, NF91, NL95, O’S93, OAT91, OC95.

Estimation [Pat93, Phe90, Pit94, PR92, PK89, PK90, Ri90a, Ri90c, RG91, Rob95a, Roe92, RC94, Sch93, SM94, Sch95, Spo98, SBH91, Sto94a, Sto94b, TS92a, Tra93, TS92b, WH91, WW90, We98, We99, WS91, WH90, Xia94, Yan91, YB94, Yin92, Yin93a, Yin93b, YsC91, Yu93, Zan92, vdG95, vdV94, Ahr98, Bz96, BFH96, BS96, BL96b, BLZ97, CF99, Ca99, CM98, CF97, DW96a, DJK96, DJ98, Don99, DHS97, DHL97, DK97, EL96a, EL96b, Ef98, ET96, Eri96, FHM98, FZ99, GG99b, GGR99, GL98, GH95b, HLT95, HMT97, HW97a, HKP98, HJ96a, Hua96, Hua98, Hua99, Ish96a, Ish96b, Jia96, Jia97, JT99, KT96a, Kim98, KT96b, Ko97, KP97, KS98, KS99b, KS99c, Lau96, Lee96, LS97, Loa96a, Loa96b, LN96, MP98, MvdG97b, Mc96, MC96, NV97, Nis99]. estimation [Nob96, Nob99, Nus96, Phe96, Pol98, PH96, Rai98, Rie97, Sen96, Ste97, Sun96, Tsy97, Tsy98, Van96, Wan96b, Wei95, Woy99, Xu97, YD97, Zha97, vdL96, vdLM98, vdV96].

Estimations [Hsi97]. Estimator [BH93b, BDJ93, Cha93, Cha90b, CCL95, Dav92, DS95b, GV91, HP92, HF92, HRC94, HR95, Ioa94, Kan91, Kim92, LY91b, Low92a, Mee92, MBL91, Muk93a, Pru91, SS94, Stud93, Xia94, Yan92, YP92, YG95, Zho91, Zho92, And99, BRRA98, CL97, EL99, GH97a, GT99, GM96, GHL99, Hs96, JO99, KK96, PV99, S96, ST96, WvdG96, Yan97].

Estimators [ACG94, PB91, BF90, BS91c, CHP95, CS93a, CS94, CV92, CG91, Com92, CO90, CGH91, Dat91a, Dav90, DH93, Dum91, GM92, GW95a, GZ93, Ha91, Hal92c, Ha93, HP95, Har94, HP92, Hjo90b, Hor91, KZ92, KP90b, Kub94, Lah92, LY94, LB93, LR91, Lop92, Nie92, Pfa90, Por85, Por91, RS95, Sas93, She94, Sko90, Ste95a, Tra93, TC85, TC90, WC93, Xia95, vdG93, BG97, BH99, BD98, Bos97, BL97, Cha96, CHY99, Che95d, Che97, Det99, Dre95, ES96, FSW98, Gou96, Gr96a, HKT97, HS96a, JvEv98, Kin99, Kn98, Kou96, KS97, LZ98b, LL98, Lop99, MM99, MR96, Neu98, Pv96, RG97, Rie97, Roc96, SY98, Wan96a, WC96]. Ethical [WH90].

Euclidean [CK95, LK93, MN98]. Euler [NW92]. Even [Det92]. event [SdH99]. evolutionary [NV97]. EWMA [SS97, SW93b]. Exact [FH91, Gas95, MW92, Mas94, MK94, Ric95, RS95, DM98b, KM98, TB97, Wu97].

Excess [Po95]. Excessive [IL90]. exchangeable [FR98]. Exclusion [NW92, NW97]. Excursion [Wor95]. Existence [Low92a, BR96, HSS97b, MLN99, Min97, MW95].

Expansions [BR91a, HJ95, Hel91, BGvZ97, HH96, KS97].

Explosive

Explosive

Exponent

Exponential

Exponential

Exponents

Exponentiality

Exponents

Exponents

Exponentiality

Exponent

Factor

Factorial

Factorials

Factorial

Failure

False

Families

Family

Fast

Fiducial

Field

Fields

Filtering

Filtration

Finite

Finite-Dimensional

Finite-Sample

Finite-sample

First

First-order

Fisher

Fitting

Fixed

Fixed-design

Flexible

Fitting

Following

Form

Formal

Fractional

Fractional

Frailty

Frequency

Frequentist

Fully

Function

Function

Function

Function

Function
[BS91a, BS91b, BD93, BLRS94, CR90, CR94, GH95a, HFFH94, HW94, LM90, LM94, Roj92, She95, Tak94, TA91, WH91, Was90, Yin90, Zam91, DM98b, Efr98, HMT96, Kol96, LHMY96, MGR98, Owe97, Pol98, Tsy98]. future [Tho96].

G [Con99, Pit94]. Gain [KL91]. gamma [Par98]. gamma-frailty [Par98]. Gaussian [Che90a, Che92b, Cox91, Csö96, GT99, KL92, KMZ98, Maj96b, Nis99, Nus96, Rob95a, RS95, SW95]. Gaussians [Aml96]. GCV [Gir91, Gir98]. General [BLEL94, DGZ95, FW95, HM94, JK95, JC90, KZ95, LY95b, Lo92, MN92, MBL91, PR92, QL94, vZ91, And99, BRR98, BGY97, BL97, CCR96, DHS97, Efr96, HS96a, Kni98, LK99, LL98, YD97]. Generalization [Det90, VZ97, WM97, Yan97]. Generalizations [BS91c]. Generalized [CH94b, Che95b, CV92, EM92, Has99, HJ93, LD93, MM97, SV95, Ste90d, Tho93, TC85, TC90, CGWW98, CHY99, Che95d, GEM99, Hös96, Ish98, Jia99, Kol99, KK96, Lan96]. Generating [VMT95].


Maj92, RB90, SZ93a, YB99, YS97, HO97, KMZ98, LL97b, SA96, VA99].
Information-theoretic [YB99]. Informative [LB93]. inhomogeneous
[LMS97]. Initial [HP92, PS91]. Innovation [Khm93, STZ98]. Innovations
[MGKA95]. input [GG99a]. Inputs [L95]. Insertions [Neu94]. instability
[Bre96]. Integrable [Sun94]. Integral [BM95, EL96a, Lau96, Stu96].
Integrals [BC92, Kon92, Niu98, Owe97, Ste95c]. integrands [Hes96].
Integrated [HP95, Low93, MW92, Mar92, Wu95b, KM96]. Integration
[GJ90, ES96]. interacting [WS97]. Interaction [Che91b, Fry90].
Interactions [DT98, Str90, Str99]. intercept [BFH96]. Interface [BR90].
interpoint [MP96]. Interpolation [HT97, Mee92]. Interpretation [Lo92].
Interval [GC92, HP94, SF94, GG99b, Hua96, LZ98a, WG96].
interval-censored [WG96]. Interval-Valued [SF94]. Intervals
[BD95, CH93, Det94, FK91, GC91, Hall92b, Hall92a, HJ95, Hey92, Kem91,
Kon91, LY95a, Sho90, Low97, Neu95, Qin99]. Intervention [SZ93a].
Intrinsic [OC95]. Invalidity [Sri94]. Invariance
[HWG65, HWG95, KE95, Was92, BNO96, DG96, NO96, Yak98]. Invariant
[Che95e, GC91, LR92, RT92b, YS991, YP92, Xu97]. Invariants
[ES93, Wij95, Wij93]. Inverse [Csi91, Dud94, EL95, HC92, HL90c, JS90,
Koo93, GG97, Hsi99, JvEvZ98, KC98, LM98, ZF96]. inversed [Res97].
Involving [TS92b]. Ion [DMR90, DM92]. irregularly [HT97]. Isotonic
[GG11, JvEvZ98]. isotropic [Ste95b, Ste99]. Item [Jun93]. Iterated
[LY95a]. Iterating [Per92]. Iterative [CS93a, GC93, Rus95].

Jackknife [BH93b, KG91, Sha93, Wu90, Stu96]. Jackknifing [Shi91].
Jacobian [DGJ97]. James [BS91c, LY91b, SS94]. Johnson [MW99b]. Joint
[HL90b, Ste97]. Jordan [MN98]. Jump [KL92, WC93].

Kalman [De 91]. Kaplan [BG97, GV91, Pru91, Stu96, Yan92, Zho91].
Kendall [VMT95]. Kernel [BG90a, Chi91a, CGH91, Dev94, FH92, GH91a,
HHM95, HR95, Mes91, NL95, RT92a, RC94, TS92a, WC93, Xia95, Che95d,
DL96, DL97, HKP98, LMS97, ZF96]. Kernel-Type [WC93]. Kernels
[Dat92, MG93]. Kiefer [Arc96]. Known [BRW91, BTZ93, Fel91].
Kolmogorov [MS92, Ano90, CC94, Cab96, CC97, Che90b, DCLP90, HI90,
IL90, MS83, NY97, Ruk90, YP92]. Kullback [CMS94].

lack [MNS98b]. Lancaster [Str90]. landmark [PM95]. Laplace [KS96a].
Large [AA90, BR91b, Con99, Din93, Hes90, HL90b, KG91, LY91b, MBL91,
Pfa90, PR94, Por85, Por91, Rob97, Sto90, TC85, TC90, VS92, Yin93a, Kor96,
Myk99, Rub96]. large-deviations [Kor96]. Large-Sample
[MBL91, Sto90, Rob97]. Last [HF92]. latent [JE97]. Latin [Loh96b].
Lattice
[AP93, Com92, KM90, Owe94, RSW97, AM98, MN98, Ste95b, Ste95c, Ste99].
Lattice-based [RSW97]. Law [AGW90, SW93c, HY98b]. Laws
[DL93, DL95, CL97]. Learning [GW92]. Least
Least-squares [Wan96a].
Long-Memory
[CT95, Rob94b, Yaj91, CP98, CHST99, HH96, KS97, Wan96b]. Long-Range
[CM95a, CM95b, KBH93, HLP95, Hos97, MS99a, RH97]. longitudinal
[SZ98]. Loss [FW95, Le93, Tak94, Yin90, YP92]. Low
[HL93, FHM98, HMNT97]. low-dimensional [FHM98]. Lower
[DB90, GK94, HS93, Low93, Yak96b]. Lownner [CD91]. LS [HP92]. LSE
[Yaj91]. Lukacs [CL96a]. Lynden [CCL95].

MAD [GH97a]. Main [Gho80, Gho91, MU96]. Manifold [Hen90].
Manifolds [CMS93, Ric95]. many [BCZ+97, HMT96]. mapping [YS97],
Mardia [BH92a]. margin [BFLS98]. Marginal
[BRW91, JR94, ST92, BM97]. Marginalization [Fry90]. margins [HJ96b].
Marker [NL95]. Markov [DL95, AMP97, ADS96, Bes94, BRR98, BW99,
CG94, Com92, DL93, Dos94b, Eat92, GW95a, HR99, KG90, KL92, Kos96,
LL97a, Phe90, Rob94a, Ryd94, Ste95a, Tie94a, Tie94b]. Martingale
[Kon94, Myk92, Myk95b, MM97]. martingale-residual [MM97].
Martingales [Khm93, Myk94, vdG95, Nis99]. Mass [Pol95, Pru91]. match
[KLW97]. Matching [AGW90, RT92b]. Mathematical [Ruk90]. Matrices
[CD91, Che95c, Kur93, Loh91a, LR91]. Matrix
[ET91, JV93, LH92, YB94, Adr98, DGJ97, KMZ98, KS99c, KK96]. Maxima
[SZ93b]. Maximal [She94, Wij85, Wij93, BH99, Nis99, Swa99]. Maximin
[MNS98b]. Maximum
[CD91, CH94a, Che90a, CG91, CL91, Csi91, DE98, EL95, Hor93, KS94,
Lan96, ND94, O’S95, Pfa90, RS95, Ste95a, Ste90d, TC85, TC90, WS91,
Yin93b, vdG93, vdG95, vdV96, vdV96, BRR98, BL97, CHY99, CM98, EL99,
maximum-likelihood [BRR98]. MCMC [Bro98]. Mean
[APR93, BH90a, BR90, CZ96, FH94, Fe91, Geo91, HP95, HW94, Joh94,
Kim92, Loh91b, MW92, Mar92, Mil92, PS91, SW93b, Tak92, BF98, CF99,
Cho98, CG95, KP97, RT97, TB97]. Means
[BR91a, CR90, CR94, Owe94, WW90, BS96, CAGM97, GEGM99]. Measure
[BH92a, BR91, DG90, DS95a, Cab96, CCR96]. Measurement [SC91].
Measurements [HZ90, HZ92, Kus97, Kus98]. Measures
[BD93, KZ95, PS95]. Measuring [Pol95]. Median [HRC94, Koc96, MW98].
Medians [ACG94, Sma97]. Medical [Wor95]. Meier
[BG97, GV91, Pru91, Stu96, Yan92, Zho91]. Memorial
[WWG+95, SHKT97]. Memory
[BN91, CT95, Rob94b, Yaj91, CP98, CHST99, GT99, HH96, KS97, Wan96b].
Method
[DGZ95, DL91c, Hor93, HG90, Lo93b, SW92b, ADS96, Fal95, Jia97, Kle96].
Methods [BGL95, Bu90, HPS92b, KG91, Koy90, LY91c, Lin94, RT92b,
Tho93, Zha90, BFLS98, CS97, GG97, HMT96, HT97, HKP98, Kit97, Lah99,
Lan96, LS97, LN96, Pol99, She97]. metric [HO97]. Metrically [Kim92].
Metropolis [MT96]. Minimal [MS93, PR94, Ste95a]. Minimax
[Adr98, AB90, BL91, DHS95, DLM90, DJ98, Fan93b, Fel91, GK94, HS93, HW91, JM92, Jol94, MT95a, Rai98, Tak94, Tan93, YZ93, Zha97, Bei96, Don99, FSW98, Li96, YB99]. **Minimax-Bias** [YZ93]. **Minimality** [YsC91, YP92, YG95, Kor96]. minimisation [GH95b]. Minimization [Nie92]. **Minimizing** [Das91, FH94]. Minimum [BM94, BPKN92, BDJ93, CW91, Che92a, Dav92, DT99, Dha91, Lin94, Sko90, Yan91, Yin92, CH96, CM98, SCW97, TW96]. Mises [Ko92, EL92, Fr99, IL90]. **Mismodeling** [BL92]. Missing [LY94, WW94, CGWW98, vdLM98]. misspecified [DW96a]. **Mixed** [Cos93, FH91, Jia94, BZ96, BSV99, Jia99]. **Mixed-Level** [Cos93]. Mixing [BF90, Ler92, PR92, Zha90, Zha95, Ste97, Woo99]. Mixture [Bos94, Che95c, Roe92, Hen97, Ish96a, Ish96b, LR97, Qin99, Van96]. **Mixtures** [Dat91b, Kem91, DC99, GGR99, Ish98, Ish99, JT99, Woo99]. mixtures-of-experts [JT99]. ML [Pol98]. ML-density [Pol98]. MLES [WS95]. Möbius [McC96]. Modal [Kem91]. Mode [CH99, GH95b]. Model [BGL95, CKW95, Cha93, CE90, cICM92, Che91a, CS94, CG91, Dav90, DHY95, Dha91, EM90, FW95, GK94, GL92, KE95, Loa92, Low93, MU90, MZ95, Mur94, Mur95, NL95, O'S93, rit90c, RG91, STZ98, VZ92, Wu95a, Yaj91, Yau91, Zha93, BZ96, BR96, BZ97, BGY97, Bre96, DCG99, DHS97, HP96, HY98a, Hsi96, Hua96, Hua99, Ish96b, KS96b, KS99a, KK96, LHC99, LN99, NLB98, Nis99, OR97, Par98, SY99, Stu97, Sun96, vdL96]. modelling [CP98, Kle96, Res97, SHKT97]. Modelling [Lav92, Lav94, FH99, HSS97a]. Models [AA90, AP93, Bai94, BLEL94, BNB93, BH92b, BL92, BM94, BR91b, BF90, BF93a, BT293, CD91, CH94b, Che91b, Che95b, Che95c, CS93b, CU92, Dah95, DS91, DG91, DL93, DL95, DHS95, EKS91, ES93, FH91, Fry90, FZ94, GP93a, HHH93, Hjo90a, Hjo90b, HPS92b, HG90, Jun93, KG90, KS93, KM92, Lai94, LD93, LY95b, Man93, Mas94, MS93, MGKA95, NF91, Owe91b, PK98, PK90, RB99, Ros95, Ryd94, SF94, Sch93, Sch95, SW92a, She95, Siri92, SC91, Sto90, Sto91a, Tan93, Zha95, BB98, BRR98, BSV99, Bis98, BS98, BM98, BL97, CGWW98, Cha96, Che98, CH99, CHS96, CHST99, CS98, Con99, DW96a, Dah97, DW95, Det96, DW96b, DM98c, DHI99, DKW97, DE98, FHM98, FZ99, HJ99, HS96, Hen97, Hsi97, Hua98, Hua98, Huw96, Ish96a, JP99]. models [Jia99, JT99, JE97, KMR98, Koj99, Kos96, Lan96, LW99, LR97, Lin98, Man96, MvdG97b, MM97, MM99, Mat96, MM99, Mui98, Pen98, SQ98, Sq96, Str99, VA99, Van96, We96, YD97, ZP96]. modes [Min97]. modification [GH97a]. Modified [LY91b, MS93, MS92, Ste90d, CC97, Swa99]. Modulation [BD98]. Molecular [KDK90]. Moment [Che95e, LR97]. Moment-based [LR97]. Moments [AW93, BP91, CW91, Gas95]. **Monotone** [FR94, HZ94, Jun93, KL91, KST95, Mam91a, Muk93a, CCR96, JE97, SW99]. Monotonicity [HW94, Kha91]. Monte [Asm90, CS97, KL95, LL97a, Owe94, Wal97b]. mortality [WMC98]. most [CHS96]. **Motion** [CK95, SW94b]. Moving [Lah95, AM97a, HH96, LL98].

Multivariate [AP93, ACG94, Bar91, BH92a, BX91, BR90, BG93, Breh91, BDHT91, Bu94, CD91, Cha92, Cho91, Deg90, Fri91a, Fri91b, Gas95, Geo91, GKL98, GKL99, GH91b, GM93, GW91, Has94, Hor91, KT91, LPS99, Loh91b, Loh90, LR91, Lop92, MK94, OS91, Owe91a, RW94, Sch91, Sto91b, Sto94a, Sto94b, TT90, Tyl94, Uhl94, Adr98, AM98, AM97b, BH99, Bro98, CC97, CS98, DJ97, GFM99, Gri96a, HW97b, HP99, KT96a, KM97, KS99b, Lop99, MZ96, MNS98a, MOT97, Roc96, Sun96, TB97]. Mutual [HO97].

N [DCLP90, Kim98]. Natural [LM90, WH91, Cas96]. near [BRF97, MNS98b]. Nearest [Akr94, BG90a, DKG94, HS99, Munk93b, GMW96, SV98].

nonquadratic [KP96]. nonrecursive [Kos96]. nonregular [DT99].
Nonsmooth [vE92]. Nonstandard [Fer95, VZ97]. Nonstationary
[Bel84, Bel91, Cox91, CL91, HG90, Li95, TT90, Biilh98, Dah97, Lin98].
nonstochastic [HS96a]. Nonstandard [Fer95, VZ97]. Nonstationary
[Bel84, Bel91, Cox91, CL91, HG90, Li95, TT90, Biilh98, Dah97, Lin98].
nonsmooth [vE92]. Nonstandard [Fer95, VZ97]. Nonstationary
[Bel84, Bel91, Cox91, CL91, HG90, Li95, TT90, Biilh98, Dah97, Lin98].
nonzero [STS96]. Normal [AP93, APRY93, BR90, CS93b, CM95b, DS91, Fe91, GC91, Hor93,
HW94, IK91, Joh94, Loh91b, PS91, Por85, Por91, Roe92, Ryd94, ST92,
Sho90, Tak92, AM98, BS96, GG96b, Hess96, Sun96, TB97]. Normality
[ACG94, BD95, RT92a, Zho92, HH97a, VL99]. Normalized [Lah95].
Normalizing [Kon91, CS97]. Norms [Dud94, Hor91].
Note [AP95a, Det93b, Dev92, Gre93, HKT97, KG91, Pro91, Ste94, XY95,
Yak95, vZ91, Bel96, Det96, GH97a, Yak97]. Notion [Liu90]. Novel [LK93].
NPMLE [Hua97, vdL96]. Nuisance [AP95b, Pfa93, Str96]. Number
[HF92, Kem91, SZ93b, Wor95, SY99]. numbers [CMT98].
O'Brien [Bet96]. Observation [SM94]. Observations
[Hor93, HZ94, Lar90, NNR94, Efr96, GK96, Neu98, Ste95c, UM97].
Observed [KL92, LL97b]. Obtained [KZ92]. Odd [Det92]. Odds [Wu95a].
old [WMC98]. oldest [WMC98]. oldest-old [WMC98]. Olkin [CL96a].
Omnibus [BH90a, MNS95]. One [Alb91, Fan93a, Fin94, Gho80, Gho91,
Kur93, LB95, PS95, Sar91, CS98, Kar96, MP96, Muk99, SY98].
One-Armed [Sar91]. One-Dimensional [Fan93a, MP96]. one-parameter
[Kar96]. One-Sample [Alb91]. One-Sided [Fin94, Kur93, LB95, CS98].
one-step [SY98]. Only [AP95b]. operating [HT96]. Operators
[Dud94, FS97]. Optimal [BN91, Bur91, CH90a, CW91, Che95c, Det90,
Det92, Det93b, Det95, DW96b, DR97, DR98, DH98, DH99, DL92, Don94,
Dre98, EL99, EKS91, FZS96, FM93, Fan91b, GH91a, GM92, HJ99, HH93,
HSS96, HZ90, HZ92, He94, Kan92, Kar96, Koo93, Kus97, Kus98, LS97,
LM97, Maj92, MU96, PT91, PS93, She95, Wu97, CC99, DW96a, DS99a,
Det96, EL96b, GG99b, Maj96b, UM97, Wef96, Yak97]. Optimality
[CB91, Dat91a, Det93a, DS93, Gir91, Rit90b, Ste90b, IL96, KPY99, Kus97,
Kus98, LL97b, Maj96a, Muk99, Rit96]. Optimization [She94]. Optimum
[EFM95, KM92, Miil98, RSW97]. oracle [Cai99]. Orbit [CE90]. Order
[Alb91, BMM91, BP91, CD91, CS93b, CKS94a, DH95, Dud94, EH92,
GK94, GSM94, HP94, KL91, Mar83, Mar86, Mar91b, MZ94, Myk95b, ND94,
RG91, Ste90b, Ste93, BPR99, CS96, DC99, DH98, GK96, Kol96, KPY99,
LL97b, Mat96, Pol98, PH96]. Order-Restricted [RG91, CS96]. Ordered
[GP95, Kne94b, RG91, Sar98, SSK95]. Ordering
[DKR91, LS92b, Roj92, CS96]. Orderings [BCFS90, LR92]. Orders
[BCFS90, Cos93, Jac94]. Ordinal [DS95b]. ortho [Don97]. Orthogeodesic
[BN93]. Orthogonal
[Che95f, HPS92a, Owe94, Zam92, HSS97b, Loh96a, MW95, Muk99].
orthogonality [BSV99]. Orthogonalization [Grü96]. orthomedian
[Grü96a]. oscillation [LR97]. other [BM97]. Outliers [Dha91, DT98].
Outlyingness [DG92]. Outperforming [GM96]. overtraining [Kle96].
overtraining-resistant [Kle96]. Overweight [Loc91].

(CO90, HBT95, Mac95, MvdG97b, ZK90). penalty [Poo98]. Performance [CH90a, HM94, HMT96, HR98, Koc96]. Period [HZ90, HZ92]. Periodic [AM97a]. Periodogram [CHP95, Rob95b, KM96, MS99a]. Periodogram-Based [CHP95]. Permutation [Che95e, Tho93, Sho96, ZBCL97]. Permutation-Invariant [Che95e].


pilot [Rie97]. Pitman [GS94, HMM92]. Plan [SW94b]. Plane
[Ell95, DS96, PM95]. Plane-Fitters [Ell95]. Planes [Ell91]. Plans

Plus [Gho80, Gho91, Muk99]. Point
[BH92b, CH90b, CMS93, CMS94, Dum91, Fer95, FG93, Har94, HK91, HKL92, Loa92, Lop92, Rit90a, SV95, Yak95, BG97, Loa96a]. Points
[LR91, Mul92, PT91, TLF95, Tyl94, WC93, MM99, Rai98]. Pointwise
[DL92, Ts98, LS97]. Poisson [BPR99, FR92, Hen97, JM92, Loa92, Neu94]. Policy [Yak95, Yak96a]. Pólya [Ish98, Lav92, Lav94, MS92, WM97].
Pólya-urn [WM97]. Polyhedra [Nai90]. Polynomial
[Buj94, Det90, Det93b, Det94, Det95, Has94, Hei94, PS93, Sto94a, Sto94b, SHKT97, Che98, DW95, DHI99, OR97, Spo98]. Polynomials [Det92].

Polytopes [Tho93]. Pooling [GC93, FS97]. Population
[BNW92, DH93, Mee92, Che98, DCG99]. Populations

Positron [CH94a, JS90, O'S95]. possess [Yak98]. Possible [FM92].
Possibly [Hes90, BM97, BM98]. Posterior
[Bes94, CG94, CG95, Dat91b, Dos94b, GGR99, KS94, Men94b, Nyc90, Rob94a, Sun94, Tie94a, Tie94b, BSW99, GGS95, Gus96, Ish98]. postulate
[DS95a, GH91a, HL90a, HW94, SM90]. Powerful [LB95, CHS96]. pre
[GP97]. pre-change [GP97]. Precision [AP95a]. Predicting
[Ste95c, MGR98]. Prediction
[Ber92, Ber93, DG91, DW93, Fos91, GH95a, CBL99]. Predictions
[Ste90c, Ste90b]. Predictive [Men94b, Wei92]. predictors [Bos97]. Preface
[Ano90]. preferences [SSK95]. Preferred [CMS93, CMS94]. prescribed
[BB96]. Presence [AB90, SM94, SS97]. Present [AP95b]. Principal
[DBS94a, DBS94b, Fh99, TLF95, DS96, Sa98, Sil96]. Principle
[LY94, NY97]. Principles [Wei92]. Prior
[GD92, Ma92, ZS93a, Was90, YB94, Har96, Har98, MW99b]. Priority
[NT94]. Priors [BLEL94, BR94, Bos94, CE90, Was92, BS96, DG96].
Probabilistic [Pin94]. Probabilities [DF90, FK91, IL90, JR94, Nan92,
Pfa90, SW93a, WK92, DE98, HW97a, Koy96, RS98, STS96]. Probability
[APRY93, Ber92, Ber93, BRW91, DG90, ES93, Ha92a, HHM95, Hn90,
KZ95, Low92a, PS95, Ric95, SF94, VMT95, WS95, HY98a, Sar98, Sh99,
SQ96, Yk96a, Yk96b]. Probability-Centered [Ber93]. Problem
[Alb91, BLRS94, Fan93a, Geo91, GJ95, Khm93, Lo92, MP90, Mas93, MBL91,
Neu93, PR92, WH90, BM97, ET98, ES96, GL98, Zha97]. Problems
[BH92b, BM92, Cs91, Da91, EL95, Fan91b, Fer95, GD92, Har94, HL90c,
JS90, Koo93, LB93, Low92a, Low95, Mac95, NW92, Pin94, Qin93, Sar91,
Sh94, BS99, BCZ97, GG97, KC98, Yk98]. Procedure [BTZ93, KL92,
Mar83, Mar91b, Per92, Rit90b, Rus95, Sr92, SW94b, Tak92, Bei96].
Procedures [DL90, MP90, SW93b, Yin90, FR98, Fin99, Nak97]. Process
[B91, Buh94, CR90, CR94, FR92, KL92, Lar90, Loa92, MU90, Phe90,
Ste90d, WW90, HH96, Hs96, Hs97, KP97, Mam96, STZ98]. Processes
[ACG94, Bai94, BM94, BC92, BF90, CT95, CH94b, Che90a, Che92b,
Cox91, CH95, EM92, Gas93, Hes90, Hey92, Hjo90b, HT92, HT93, KG90,
KS95, LY95b, Mi92, NNR94, PS92, Pos92, She94, SHB91, Sr94, Ste95a,
Swe92, TT90, We99, We99b, V91, vG95, B97, Bos97, CC97, CP98, C296,
DC99, D99a, D99b, Fal98, Kim99, Kit97, KM96, Lee96, LW99, Lin98,
M98, MM97, Niu98, Nob99, WM97, HT93]. Product
[BH92b, GJ90, Stu93, CL97, Yan97]. Product-Integration [GJ90].
Product-Limit [Stu93, CL97, Yan97]. Products
[Buj94, Has94, Sto94a, Sto94b, SHKT97]. Profile [SW92a, Sta96].
Projected [CK94a, DG92]. Projection
[CH91, Che91a, Che95f, Hua98, Jon92, Ty94, MLN99]. Projection-Pursuit
[Che91a]. Projections [HL93, MY93]. projective [MW99a]. Proof
[DG97, DS97, Sar98]. Proper [Wij85, Wij93]. Properties
[CHP95, Che95f, DMR90, DG92, GP93a, GZ93, Ha92c, HL90b, HW94, JC90, KG91, Lai94,
MBL91, SW92b, TT90, Was92, Wu90, Ya91, Zha91, Am96, Cha96, DS96,
Hua97, KL97, Koz96, LZ98b, LR97, MLN99, Roc96, SS97, ST96].
Property [CH91, HH94, YZ93, Bei96]. prophet [AGSC98]. Proportional
[BGL95, CH94b, Mur94, Rus95, Wu95a, BB96, Hua96]. proportions [Qin99].
Pseudo [Hal90]. Pseudo-Likelihood [Hal90]. Pure [Roj92]. Pure-Tail [Roj92]. Pursuit [Che91a, Jon92].

Quadratic [Fan91a, LM98, WH91, Cas96, EL96b]. Qualitative [Mam91b]. Quality [CH90a]. Quantal [MS93]. Quantile [BG99a, CH95, EM92, FF91, Muk93a, Roj92, Shi91, Xia95, YZ93, CDS97, Che95d, EM99, LHY96, Por97]. Quantiles [Arc95, Cha91, CH93, FK91, GJ92, Hes90, KS95, Muk92, SW92b, Arc96, Ko97, Sin98, ZP95]. quantizers [CAGM97]. Quasi [Wef96, CHY99, CM99, MvdG97b]. Quasi-likelihood [Wef96, CHY99, CM99, MvdG97b]. Queue [Pit94]. queueing [Con99].

Random [Akr94, Asm90, BH92c, BM94, Com92, CGH91, ET91, JK95, KG90, Lah95, Lin90, LR93, MSW92, Mur94, NT94, Neu93, Per92, Pfa93, PR92, SZ93b, SW95, Ste90b, SW93c, Stu95, VZ92, Wor95, Yan91, Zan91, Zhe91, AM97a, BFH96, BL97, Cs99a, GG99a, GMW96, HY99a, HY99b, HM98, KS96b, MW98, MGR98, Sal98, Sar98, Ste97, Ste95b, Ste95c, Ste99, vdLM98].

Random-Multiplicative [VZ92]. Randomized [Gir91, Owe94, Gir98, IR97, Loh96a]. Randomly [AW93, Jan91, Kim93, KO94]. Range [CM95a, CM95b, Dah95, HL90a, HH94, KBH93, Rob95a, Rob95b, Sec90, HLP95, Hos97, MS99a, RH97]. Rank [Alb91, Cuz88, Cuz90, GL91, GJ92, Jan91, KS95, LY91c, MN92, Neu93, Sec90, Tsi90, Yin93a, And99, HJ99, MOT97, Sen96, Sho96].

Rank-Scores [KS95]. Ranked [The93, Hua97]. Rankings [AC91, VM95]. rare [Sad99].

Rate [BG93, CA91, Che95c, EJ90, HP92, KL91, Men94a, Pat93, SW94a, CL97].

Rates [Bur91, Che91b, DL91a, DL91b, DL92, Fan91b, GJ95, Hjo90a, Jon92, Ko93, MT96, NY97, Ros95, WS95, Bos97, Dres88, EL99, HKT97, Ish96a, Ish96b, Kar96, WS97, YB99].

Ratio [AP95b, BG90b, HW94, MS91, MRS92, Owe90, Roj92, SV95, Was92, DJ96, LHY96, MS95, Mvd97, Qin99, Rub96, VZ97]. rational [DHI90, HSS96].


Refined [Dre95]. Region [MK94]. Regions [Ber93, BH93a, cICM92, HL90c, Owe90, PR94, SWZ98, Zha94, ET98, MZ96, MNS98a].

Regression [Asm90, BX91, Bar93, BL92, BM94, Ber90, BR91b, Bre91, BTZ93, Bro90a, Br90b, BL91, BDHT91, CA91, CKW95, Cas90, cICM92, Cha91, Che91a, CV92, Chi91b, CKS94b, Cop90, Cox93, CM95b, Cuz88, Cuz90, Cuz92, Dah95, Dav90, Dav93, Det90, Det93b, Det94, DSH95, Det95, DGKL94, DF93, DS95a,
DH93, DL91c, Efr90, EKS91, EH92, FG92, Fan93b, FT93, FG94, FR90, Fri91a, Fri91b, FZ94, GD92, Gir91, Gle90, GL92, GN90, GH91b, GW91, GJ92, HJ90, Hal92b, HM90, HM91, HM93, HW91, Hei94, Hii90, HC92, HL90c, JVF93, Joh90, Jon92, KE95, KN98, Lah92, LY91b, LY91c, Lai94, LY94, LD95, Lu90, Mam91a, Mam91b, MY93, MU90, Mi92, Mor90, Muk92, Muk93b, Muh92, NT94, O’S91, Owe91a, Por85, Por91, PS93, RG97, Rit90c, Rob95b, RT92a.

Regression [RW94, Sas93, Sch93, Sch95, Sen96, SWZ98, Sr92, Ste90a, Sto91b, SL94, Tan93, Tsi90, WC93, Ya91, Yin93a, Zan92, Zha91, Zho92, vdG90, And99, BH99, BFH96, Bis98, BL96a, CGWW98, CDS97, CIW99, CHST99, Dar97, Det96, DM98b, DH98, DM98c, Det99, DHI99, Efr96, ESS95, FGK97, Gir98, HLP95, HT97, HS96a, Hsi97, Hsi99, Hua98, JT99, KMZ98, Kn98, Koc96, Kor96, KPY99, KK96, LW99, Li97, LZ98a, Loa96a, MvdG97a, MM97, MC96, MNS98b, MS99a, MS99b, Neu95, NY97, Nob96, Nob99, OR97, Qin98, RSW97, Roh97, RH97, SZ98, SY98, Stu97, STZ98, TRYV96, VA99, Wan96a, WvdG96, Yan97, ZL96, ZP96, ZF96].

Regression-type [KN98]. Regressions [BH92c, LM98]. Regressors [Kne94a]. Regret [Tak92]. Regular [CM98, MW99a, Rit96, Wei95].

Regularization [Gir91]. Regularly [AM97a]. Rejoinder [Bro90b, DBS94b, Fri91b, Sto94a, Tis94b, Bre98, LPS99]. Related [ACG94, C090, JS90, KS95, Lin94, Mas94, Hos97, Jia96, MU96].


Replication [KG91, SW92b]. Representation [Cha91, Che92b, GV91, Hes90, Arc96, Bos98, HS96a, SSK95].


Resistant [Jac94, Kle96]. Respect [Xia95]. Response [Jun93, MS93, MS94, Ros93, SM90, Sto91a]. Response-Adaptive [Ros93].

Restricted [CS93b, CKS94a, HS95, MS91, RG91, CS96, MS95]. Restrictions [CD91, HP94, NF91, Pol98, PH96]. Results [BB93, CW91, Che92a, Che95e, Lei93, Shi91, Ste95a, vE92, BS99].

[Bei96, EL96a]. Robbins [Liu97]. Roberts [SW93b, SW94b]. Robust
[BB98, BZ96, BF90, DS91, Dav93, DL90, Eri96, GP95, HS92, Hug96, Kim92,
Ko92, KS99c, KM92, MY93, MZ93a, MZ93b, MC96, SM94, She95, Zam92,
Adr98, MM99, Mühl98, Sta96]. robustify [CAGM97]. Robustness
[BD95, Bos94, Lin94, LS92a, Roc96]. Root
[Aba93, CT95, JMP91, KP90a, Muk92, Wu95b]. roots [BRF97]. Rosenblatt
[GH91a]. Russeuw [Dav92]. rows [MU96]. Rubin [CL96a]. Rule
[KZ95, Ruk94, Sam92]. Rules [Hal93, Mar92, HKP98, Maj96b]. Run
[BH90b, Cos93, Jae94, Yak95, GP97, Muk99, Yak98]. runs [HP99].

Saddlepoint [JR94, RS98]. same [HP92]. Sample [Alb91, BR91a, BR91b,
HS95, HL90b, JK95, Kan92, KG92, KG91, LY91b, LvE93, MBL91, Neu93,
PR94, Qin93, SW92b, Shi91, Sto90, TC85, TC90, Ty94, VZ92, Wu95a, Xia95,
XY95, Yun93a, Con99, DM98a, GW99, Hsi96, MPB96, Rob97, RT97, Rub96].
Sampled [BGL95]. Sampler [Yu93, Ami96, GMW96]. samplers [GMW98].
Samples [KG91, BC98, Hua97]. Sampling [APRY93, BLE94, BC92,
BR91b, BNW92, BG93, Dos94a, GL92, Lo93b, Loh90, Owe94, Ros95, SW94b,
Yeh94, Yun93b, Che98, DS98, DHL97, Ko99, KLW97, Liu97, Loh96a, Loh96b,
NW97, Sho96, Ste95b, Ste99, Wal97b, Yak96a, vdV96]. saturated [MW95].
Scale [BK94, MZ93a, SW95, Vel92, Dav98, Hsi96, Ish96a]. Scaling
[BLRS94]. Scanning [Khm93]. Scatter [KT91, Ty94, KT96a, Lop99].
Scheme [GP94, GP95, PB92, Yun93b, Liu97, WM97, vdV96]. schemes
[Che98, GP97, Ish98]. Score [CH91, SC91, VMT95, DS99b]. Scores
[GJ92, KS95, Sc90, GKL98, GL99, HJ99, Sen96]. Scoring [KDK90].
Scrambled [Owe97]. Search [Che92a, FS96, STS96]. Searching [STS96].
Second [Alb91, BPR99, GK94, GSM94, GK96, Mar83, Mar86, Mar91b,
Myk95b, Ste90b, KS96a, LL97b]. Second-Order
[GK94, GSM94, Ste90b, BPR99, GK96, LL97b]. seemingly [KK96].
Segments [KK96]. Selected [ND94, Vel92]. Selection
[Chi91a, EH92, FM92, GD92, Jia92, Zha91, Zha93, BB98, Bre96, Loa99, LN99].
Selector [JMP91, Che97]. Selectors [Chi91b, CM91, LMS97]. Self
[Cha90b, GZ93, TL95, TC85, TC90, MR96]. Self-Consistency
[TC85, TC90]. Self-Consistent [Cha90b, GZ93, TL95, MR96]. Semi
[DW93]. Semi-Bayesian [DW93]. Semiparametric
[BZ97, CK95, Cuz95, HM90, HSS97a, LY95b, Mag93, MZ95,
MvdV97, RB90, Rob94b, Rob95a, Roe92, She95, CHS96, HKT97, HT96,
Ish96b, Ish98, Ish99, LHC99, NLB98, Van96]. Sense [DG90]. Sensitive
[Mar91a, MS83, MS92]. sensitivity [GW95b, Gus96]. Sequence
[AGW90, Hsi93, Neu94, Rit96]. Sequences
[BS91a, BS91b, Buh94, Dev94, KDK90, CBL99, Hes96]. Sequential
[Bai94, BBW94, BB93, BG92, CH90b, Ee95, GP94, GL91, HWG65, HWG95,
HL90c, Lee96, Mar83, Mar86, Mar91b, OAT91, FS91, Sie93, SV95, SBH91,
Sri92, Tak92, WH90, XM95, Bet96, FZS96, Gre96, HM98, Kout96, Lin98,
Liu96, Liu97]. Serial [HMM92, TM93]. Series
[Bel84, Bel91, CL91, Deg90, GH94, KM90, MT95b, MZ94, NF91, Rob94b, Rob95b, Tra93, TS92b, Büh98, DW96a, DJ96, Dah97, DKW97, GT99, KMZ98, Kout96, KS99a, LW99, LL98, MYG96, MS99a, RH97, TRYV96]. Set [CD91, Hua97]. Sets [Che95c, Das91, Dgz95, Ell95, FH91, MT95a, Nau92, SW93a, Wor95, And96, BD98, Cho98, Düm98, Huw96, TB97, Tsy97, ZP96].

setting [Efr96]. Several [CD91, Hua97]. Sets [Che95e, Das91, DGZ95, Ell95, FH91, MT95a, Nau92, SW93b, LS94, MM95, MT95a, SL96, SW96a, WWG+96, Buh98, DW96a, DJ96, Dah97, DKW97, GT99, KMZ98, Kou96, KS99c, LW99, LL98, MYG96, MS99a, RH97, TRYV96].

Shape [Che95e, Das91, DGZ95, Ell95, FH91, MT95a, Nau92, SW93b, LS94, MM95, MT95a, SL96, SW96a, WWG+96, Buh98, DW96a, DJ96, Dah97, DKW97, GT99, KMZ98, Kou96, KS99c, LW99, LL98, MYG96, MS99a, RH97, TRYV96].

Shrinkage [ES96, Geo91, Sun96, BC98, DJ98, Gon96, Wan96b].

Shiryayev [SW93b, SW94b].

Sign [Xu97].

Sign-invariant [Xu97].

Simulations [Nak97].

Simultaneous [Cho91, Efr98, HM91, JH90, SL94, Xu97].

Single [HH93, HSS97a, Hug96].

Single-Index [HH93].

Singular [Ell95, LB93, Uhl94, DGJ97].

Singularities [Ell91].

Skewness [AM97b, BH92a].

Sliced [HC92, ZF96].

Slicing [DL91c].

Slope [HRC94, BFM96].

Smallest [DG91, RS98].

Smirnov [MS92, CC94, Cab96, CC97, IL90, MS83, YP92].

Smooth [KL95, AD98].

Smoothed [CH93, CH95, Dab97, EL95, RC94, Sil96].

Smoothers [FG92, Fan93b, Kne94b, Nyc95, Koc96].

Smoothing [Dev94, Far92, GQ93, Hal93, HII93, Jin92, Nyc90, Oeh92, Ste93, SL94, WWG+95, Büh98, DL96, DL97, Luo98, Por97, Wal97a].

Smoothness [Mam91b, Bir97, BZ98, LMS97].

 Sobolev [GN90, Tsy98].

Solution [Mac95].

Some [And96, AG91, BNO96, BS99, CH94b, CW91, Che92a, CB91, Che95f, Chi91b, Dat92, Dum91, ES93, JH90, KS94, Lav92, Mas94, Mat93, NO96, Ros91, Sar98, Sas93, SS97, Shi91, Ste95a, SCW97, Yan92, Zho91, KL92, Kout96, Ric95].

Space [CK95, HW94, Jun92, PS95, CP98, JP99, Niu98, Wal97b].

Space-time [Niu98].

Species [JK95, LK93, WS91].

Species [Lo92].

Species [DW96b, GP97].

Spectra [Nvs97].

Spatial [And93, FH92, Ioa94, MP92, PR92].

Speed [GG99a, JS90].

Sphere [CK95, HK96].

Spheres [LS92b].

Spherical [Bar91, BS91e, Na90].

Spherically [FW95, GKL98, GKL99].

Spline [Che91b, GQ93, Mes91, Nyc90, Ste93, Sto90, TA91, Luo98, WWG+95].

Splines [BX91, Bre91, BDHT91, Buj94, Fri91a, Fri91b, GH91b, GW91, Has94, Nyc90, O'S91, Oeh92, Owe91a, Sch91, SW97, Sto91b, Sto94a, Sto94b].
MvdG97a, Por97, SHKT97. split [BS99, K LW97]. split-plot [BS99].
Square [AA90, IL90, Kim93, LD93, CF99, EL96a]. Squared [DB90, HP95, MW92, Mar92, Nyc90, Wu95b]. Squares [BP91, Bu90, Cha93, CS93a, Csi91, Lai94, O’S95, Pat93, Pos92, RW94, Wei92, vE92, Gou96, KK96, Wan96a, WvdG96], stability [SY98].
stabilization [Bre96]. Stabilized [Ch91b]. stable [KM96]. Stacy [WM97].
Stage [Al91]. staggered [BGY97]. Stahel [GH97a]. Standard [BD95].
Standardized [Che90a, HS96b]. Start [HG95]. State [CP98, JP99, Nak97].
Stationarity [MT95b, Mil92]. Stationary [Buh94, Din95, Gas93, Hes90, HT82, HT93, Hsi93, NNR94, Pit94, SF94, SW95, Yaj91, DCG99, GK96, MPZ98, MYG96]. Statist [Ano95, Kus98].
Statistic [BG90b, Hel91, SV95]. Statistical [BRR91, CMS93, DM92, DL93, DL95, Don94, DKR91, Eat92, FR92, FZ99, KDK90, Kho93, Kav92, Lai94, Nai90, OC95, Sha93, AGSC98, Hos97].
Statistics [AG92, BG93, Cha92, DCLP90, GH94, GL91, HJ93, IL90, KI93, MN92, ND94, Ros91, Ru90, Seo90, Sha94, Ste95a, Stu94, Ty94, XIA94, BGvZ97, DJ96, FR98, HS96b, Hos96, LPS99, Mat96, PwZ98, Sho96, ZBCL97].
Stay [Sam92]. Stay-with-a-Winner [Sam92]. steady [Nak97].
Strong [CCL95, CHY99, DGKL94, Neu98, SW93c, CL97, HY98b, Hos96]. structural [GW98, Huw96]. Structure [LK93, PS95, Ste90b, DW96b, Yak98].
structured [MC96]. structures [BS98]. Student [GC92]. Studentised [HL90a].
Studentized [CS93b, Hel91]. Study [Asm90, O’S95, TC85, TC90, VZ92, WGW95, Yia93a, Jam97]. Sturdy [Mar91a]. Subject [HP94, NF91, SM90, DE98]. Subjective [BR90].
Submartingale [HH94]. Submodels [KZ92]. Subproblems [Fan93a]. Subsamples [PR94]. Substitution [Dos94, PwZ96]. Successive [Dos94a].
Surveillance [GP95, GP97, Yak98]. Survey [FF91, GJ90, Sha94]. Survival [Cha90b, GJ90, JC90, Mag93, MNS95, Zho92, ZK90, LHMY66, KLC99, NLB98, PH96, WG96]. Symmetric [ET91, Eat92, FW95, KW96, Mas94, Sri92, WK92, And96, BGvZ97, CL96a, PwZ98, Swa99]. Symmetry [AM98, AG91, Bar91, BS91c, Pin94]. Synchronizing [GW99]. Synthetic [Zho92]. system [GG99a]. Systems [Li95, DHL97, GG96a].
Tables [DS95b, RG91, HJ96b, LL97a, SQ96, Str99]. Tail [Hsi91, Lah95, MS83, MS92, Roj92, SF94, VMT95, vZ91, FH99, HW97a, Res97, RS98, VA99]. Tailed [Hsi91, Lah95, MS83, MS92, Roj92, SF94, VMT95, vZ91, FH99, HW97a, Res97, AM97a]. Tails [Loc91, AM97a].

tangent [Eri96]. Target [CF99, HF92]. Techniques [EL92]. teletraffic [Res97]. Tends [SY99]. Tensor [Buj94, Has94, Sto94a, SHKT97]. Terms [EJ90, TW96]. Terry [SY99]. Test [AP95b, BH90a, BBW94, GH91a, HMM92, HL90a, Kur93, Maj92, MS83, MS92, MNS95, MS91, MZ95, NT94, Pin94, BHM97, De99, DS99b, FR98, Fin99, HP99, HJ96b, MS95]. Testing [Bar91, Bar93, BBW94, BM92, BN91, Cha90a, CKS94b, DCG99, DMYH95, DP94, EL92, EH92, EHSS95, GL91, HKL92, Hor93, HCR+92, Kre90, MT95b, MS91, Mil92, RC91, RUk94, SW95, SM90, SW99, CH99, CS96, Fa95, MN98, MS95, Min97, Mü98, Sp96, VW98].

Tests [Alb91, AA90, And93, AG91, BL92, BG92, CC94, CL92, Che95a, CS93b, CKS94a, CAMRRdB99, DB90, FM93, Fer95, Fin94, Hjo90a, HL90b, HW94, Jan91, JC90, KL95, Kim93, Kon92, LD93, LB95, MRS92, Neu93, SC91, TM93, Ts90, Cab96, CC97, CHS96, CS98, DN98, Düm98, GKL98, GKL99, HJ99, IL96, IKL97, Kar96, LL97a, LK99, MNS98b, MOT97, Pen98, Sz98, Sho96, VZ97]. Their [Cha91, Che91b, Fan93b, St94a, Buj94, Düm98, Efr98, HM94, Has94, St94a, SHKT97, TW96].

Theorem [BRR91, De93a, H92, HT93, J90, Mas94, St95, Szk92, Bis98, DS97, Fre99, GEGM99, HS96b, Loh96a, Rub96, ZBCL97, WK90]. Theorems [CGH91, EW95, H95]. Theoretic [Rit90b, YB99]. Theoretical [Lah99, BS99]. Theory [BR91b, CC99, DMR90, GL92, GM93, GP93b, GQ93, Hal90, HI90, HC92, LF91b, Mur95, NT94, OAT91, BH98, BGY97, DM98b, Hos97, Myk99, Par96, PH96, Sin98]. Three [Sie93, Bet96, HSS97].

Threshold [Cha90a, Cha93, HKP98]. thresholding [Ca99, DJKP96, Nv97]. Tied [VMT95]. Time [Bel84, Bel91, CH90b, CL91, Deg90, GH94, GL91, HF92, JK95, MT95b, MZ94, MNS95, NF91, Pit94, Rob94b, Rob95b, RH97, TM93, Tra93, TS92b, Z90, Bos97, Bih98, Con99, DW96a, DJ96, Dah97, DKW97, GT99, KMK98, Kon96, KS99a, LW99, LL98, MYG96, MS99a, Qin98, TRY96, WG97].

Time-Dependent [ZK90]. Time-Sequential [CH90b, GL91]. time-series [DKW97]. Times [HF92]. Tolerance [MNS98a]. Tomography [CH94a, JS90, O'S95]. Tools [KG92]. topics [Jia96]. Topological [DP94].


[KM97]. **Triple** [Loh90]. **Truncated**

[CCL95, LY91a, LY91c, LY94, Stu93, Fal98]. **Truncation**

[KG90, HY98a, HY98b]. **Tube** [NW92]. **Tube-Like** [NW92]. **Tubes**

[IL90, SZ93b, EM99, NW97]. **Tubular** [Nai90]. **Two**

[Alb91, BB93, BG92, Cha94, CB91, CMT98, CM91, Fin94, HK1, HZ90, HZ92, HL90b, Kur93, Loh91b, MBL91, MU91, Neu93, Sun94, Wu95a, AM97b, BB96, DT98, HJ96b, Hsi96, MPB96, RT97, Sun96]. **Two-Armed** [Cha94].

**Two-Associate-Class** [CB91]. **Two-Dimensional** [MU91]. **Two-level** [CMT98]. **Two-Parameter** [BB93, Sun94, BB96]. **Two-Period** [HZ90, HZ92]. **Two-Sample** [MBL91, Neu93, Wu95a, Hsi96, MPB96].

**Two-Sided** [BG92, Fin94]. **Two-Stage** [Alb91]. **Two-way** [DT98, HJ96b, Sun96]. **Tyler** [GH97a]. **Type**

[CC94, Cha92, Che91a, CL91, Hes90, Ioa94, Koy90, LvE93, Myk94, Sec90, WC93, XY95, Yin92, HP96, KN98, MM97, Yeh94].

**Uhlig** [DGJ97]. **UMVU** [YG95]. **Unbalanced** [FH91, BZ96]. **Unbiased** [CKS94b, LB93, BHM97]. **Unbiasedness** [BM92]. **Unbounded** [AP95a].

**Unfathomable** [Che90b]. **Unidimensional** [Jun93, JE97]. **Unified** [BBW94, Kub94, Mas94]. **Uniform** [CCL95, Che95d, DF90, DKR91, Hal91, HJ95, Ish96b, Ste90b, Turn3, CL97, Har96, HJ96b]. **uniformity** [IL96, SW99]. **Uniformly** [LB95, CHS96, Dav98]. **unimodal** [Bir97].

**Unique** [Che92b]. **Unit** [Aha93, CT95, BRF97]. **Univariate** [AG91].

**Universal** [Csö96, DGKL94, DL97]. **Universally** [Stu94, UM97, DL96].

**Unknown** [BP91, Cuz92, HKL92, Low92a, PS91, Rit90a, SW95, TM93].

**unrelated** [KK96]. **Unstable** [BMM91, CT95, LL98]. **Upper** [Low93, WK92, KK96]. **urn** [Ish98, WM97]. **Use** [Buj94, Has94, Sto94a, Sto94b, MNS98a, ZP96]. **Used** [ES93]. **Usefulness** [Dev92]. **Using** [Cha92, DBS94a, DBS94b, ET96, Flu94, FZ94, GC93, Hen90, Hsi91, LD95, Loh90, Mar92, Pos92, SZ93a, SV95, Ste90c, Ste90b, Tsi90, Wor95, YB94, DCG99, Dat92, DH93, DS99b, HKP98, HR98, KP96, Loa96a, LN99, Niu98, Nob96, Spo96, Ste95c, VW98]. **Utilizing** [Maj92].

**vaccine** [WS97]. **Validation** [DM98c, Pat93, Ste90d, Zha93, vE92, Gir98].

**Validity** [HB91, NNR94]. **Value** [HF92, Low92a, PS91, Dre95, Dre98, Fal95, FF96]. **Valued** [SF94]. **Values** [BD93, DH95, HMM92, Mar91a, Men94b, WC93]. **Variable** [BW99, FG92, GD92, Hal92c, HMM95, Kan92, TS92a, Yeh94, Zha91, JE97, LMS97].

**Variable-Selection** [GD92]. **Variables**

[BD93a, Bur91, CV92, FT93, JR94, Lah95, Myk92, PR92, ST92, Zho91, AM97a, BM97, Cha96, Huw96, LHC99, MW98, Sal98, Sar98]. **Variance** [CD91, Fel91, FF91, GC91, Hes90, KZ92, LM90, Low95, MGKA95, MZ95, Nyc90, Owe94, Ros95, Sho90, WH91, DT98, Det99, GT99, Has99, Hug96, KT96b, KS99b, Owe97, Stu96]. **Variates** [Buj90]. **Variation** [DG90, Dud94, MM99, We95]. **Variational** [Ha91, Mac95]. **Varietal**


Yatracos [DL97]. Yeh [CM93]. yields [Gou96].

Zero [KL91]. Zero-Crossing [KL91]. Zonoid [KM97].
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